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CUSTOMER
BACKGROUND

Our client, a real estate agency based in Dubai, recognized the growing

demand for a streamlined platform that would facilitate the process of buying

and renting properties in Dubai. 

With an extensive portfolio of residential and commercial properties, they

aimed to provide customers with a user-friendly online solution that would

enhance their property search experience and ultimately drive business

growth.
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THE PROBLEM

Navigating the real estate market in Dubai

can be a difficult task for both buyers and

renters. As one of the real estate giants, the

client needed a website to list the properties

and help people calculate mortgages

immediately based on the property they are

interested in. 

Our client recognized the need for a custom

web application that would address these

pain points and optimize the way to

generate leads for properties bought and

rented in Dubai.
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Based on our expertise in web development

and user experience design, we

conceptualized a solution that would

empower users to effortlessly search,

compare, and inquire about properties.

A web application to list all the properties for

buying and selling property with a mortgage

calculator to generate inquiries and

calculate mortgage. The web application

included: 

For Customers

Search bar with filters to help clients find the desired property

Listing and detail for buying/renting properties in Dubai which included complete

property details including relevant images of floor plan

API-integrated mortgage calculator

For Client

Admin Panel

Add properties

Categorizing them in the buy/rent category

Option to add all the property information in detail

Get the complete report of property visit dates

Access all the inquiries made on the web application

Integration with the CRM tool

THE
SOLUTION



After discussions with the client and analyzing

the requirements in detail. We designed and

developed a web application that aided the

client in managing all the inquiries received

for buying and renting properties in Dubai

through the website. The web application

served as a portfolio for the customers to get

a detailed understanding of the property with

images and significant details. Our team of

experienced developers and designers

worked tirelessly to ensure that the web

application met the highest standards of

functionality, performance, and security.

Rigorous testing procedures were

implemented to identify and address any

issues, ensuring a seamless user experience

across all devices and platforms.

The launch of the web application helped our

client, by providing them with a powerful tool

to drive business growth and meet the needs

of their customers. Within months of its

launch, the web application had attracted a

significant user base, increasing property

inquiries and bookings. 

By leveraging the latest technologies and best

practices in web development, we successfully

delivered a solution to meet our client's

expectations.
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ELEVATE YOUR BRAND,
IGNITE YOUR GROWTH
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